Where The Sophomores Are Getting a Start Toward Reserve Officerships

CAMP CUNNINGHAM AS SEEN FROM THE CARETAKER'S VERANDA
Bemis Hall, the Social Center, is shown on the left. Cunningham Barracks may be seen in the distance, and the Company Street on the right.

ON THE ROAD TO EAST MACHIAS
Exhibition Drills Have Won A Company Popularity in the Village

CUNNINGHAM BARRACKS
Built at the Beginning of the Summer; It Now Sleeps 100

CAPTAIN BLAND
Canadian Artillery Officer Detailed to Instruct the Men in the Use of Modern Field and Coast Guns. Captain Bland will have Charge of the Yale Battery This Fall.

RETCREAT AND COLORS
This Ceremony heralds a Rest After a Hard Day

STREAMS CAN'T HINDER THE PROGRESS OF WAR
When an Engineer Unit Accompanies a Column to Build Bridges, Streams Must Frequently be Fenced

PREPARING FOR A TRIP TO EAST MACHIAS
The Barber is a Popular Person on Sunday Afternoons. The Command is "West!"
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